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Happy to spend the night at home with her live-in lover, Max, Maya is surprised to find out he's

made other plans for them. Plans which include inviting his drop-dead gorgeous, tongue tying, panty

meltingly hot best friend, Foster over. Max is convinced Maya doesn't like Foster, but thinks he can

fix the problem if he can only get the two of them to spend some quality time together. Maya's

feelings for Foster are complicated. She feels guilty for harboring an attraction to Foster that borders

on obsession, even though she's head over heels in love with Max. And Foster's good looks make

her so nervous and flustered that she can barely manage to speak in his presence. No matter -

these things tend to work themselves out when two rock hard alpha bad boys get their babygirl

sandwiched between them on a tiny couch, in front of a blistering hot porn, while plying her with

alcohol.
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A Review of Seduced By 2 by Kat CrimsonAdding a third? - 5 starsMaya and Max have been

together for a while now. When he tells her that his best friend is coming over, she offers to let him

have a boy's night because she is nervous around Foster. She can never relax when he is around.

Max feels like she doesn't like his best friend and he wants them to all get along together and be

able to spend time together. She has impure thoughts about Foster, even though she loves Max so

much.Max devises a plan to bring the three of them together for a night of sexy games and loving.

What happens after they spend a night of debauchery together and Maya is forced to admit to her

feelings? Even though this is a very short story, it packs a punch.**Honest review voluntarily



provided for purchased product.**

This is one steamy, sexy, sandwich, dripping with all kinds of naughtiness!This is the first book I've

read bu Author Kat Crimson, but after reading all that hotness, it sure won't be the last.Max, Kia,

and Foster have some explosive sexual chemistry with each other. Talk about having a racing

heart.... i didn't think I'd ever get it to slow down after all their naughty play.It was definitely Juicy and

recommend you check this book out! Especially if you as big a fan as I am of A sexy as Sin

MÃ¨nage.Laura RedmonCutting Muse Blog Review

Dear Penthouse,I never thought it would happen to me! Two hot (and I mean HOT, and well

endowed) guys and I started watching an art house soft core porn, then we started getting it on. I

was sandwiched between them, there was squirting & simultaneous orgasms - more than I'd ever

fantasized about! It all happened so fast, and so hot! Gotta go, I think I hear the guys calling for me

again!A quick, saucy read about three very close friends and their evening together. Not my favorite

of this genre as the writing style seems like a diary rather than storytelling, and some of the asides

stepped away from the action.

Mya Max and Foster are very entertaining to say the least! Have a few drinks, get cozy , watch

some dirty movies, and you may have the best night of your life like these 3 did! Mya and make are

live in Lovers, and Max decides to invite Foster over. Mya gets to flustered to say the least! I got

flustered just reading! Was a very spicy read ! Definitely recommended for menage Lovers! It'll keep

you hot on cold nights indeed!

I really enjoyed this fast paced short read. It has all the elements of a mÃ©nage and is tastefully

written. It is a very descriptive experience between Maya her boyfriend Max and his best friend

Foster. Although in the description of the title of the books shows MMF there really isn't any sharing

between the two males in this story the element is barely in the story compared to other MMF

stories or it may be more obvious in the next story after this one. It really doesn't have any type of

plot other than the sex which is hottt. I would recommend this to someone who enjoys a lot of

descriptive sex scenes and sweet menage's but if you aren't into reading a book full of just sex

scenes and nothing else than this is not the book for you. The author did a good job in my own

opinion.



I should have been writing my own book but instead I was in the mood to read something hot, short

and again...hot. Well I came across this book by Kat which is free and let me tell you, it sure heated

up my kindle.Maya loves her boyfriend, Max, but is also attracted to his best friend, Foster. After a

couple of drinks, their night turns into an explosion of raw chemistry, intense sex and some of the

hottest dirty words from a male character I have ever read.Bravo, Kat! Now I am off to read the next

one.

OMG this is my new secret shame! This book is so steamy my face still feels hot...among other

things. Max Maya and Foster are amazing together. Reading this, you would never guess it was a

novella. Kat Crimson does an unbelievable job of giving a ton of info and making the story complete.

I absolutely loved this quick read.

I first read this as a freebie on Smashwords, but I just bought it (for FREE!) for my kindle. I had

forgotten how much I loved this author, so now she's on my watchlist. I'm a fan of hot menage

shorts, and this one is in my all-time top three for sure!
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